"Normal Values"
Investigators who have explored the conceptual pitfalls in the definition of "normalcy" have concluded that there is no absolute method of defining "normal values" or "normal ranges" for laboratory tests . Based upon a penetrating analysis of the subject, Benson (4) has written:
The normal range has had a vague but comforting role in laboratory medicine.
It looms on the horizon of our consciousness, perfectly symmetrical like a Mount Fujijama, somewhat misty in its meaning, yet gratefully revered and acknowledged.
Far from being pure and simple, however, like a cherished illusion of childhood, on close examination it proves to be maddeningly complex and is indeed one of the most stubborn and difficult problems limiting the usefulness of clinical laboratory data...
The problems that affect the term "normal" arise in three areas:
#{149} The sylleptic ambiguity that exists between "normal" in its clinical connotation as "healthy"; in its statistical connotation as "gaussian"; and in its popular connotations as "ideal," "conventional," or "habitual" (8, 13, 17, 20, 28) ; #{149} The circuitous reasoning that derives from categorizing members of a "normal population"
as being "free from disease," while diagnosing the presence of disease on the basis of differences from "measurable characteristics of normal individuals" (23, 29) ; and #{149} The emotional overtones that are associated with the popular view that what is not "normal" is "abnormal," and therefore to be corrected or condemned. As Murphy has emphasized (16), it is difficult to control the insidious consequences of identifying a subject as "abnormal."
In loose usage, the term "abnormal" frequently has the emotional burden of "harmful."
Murphy (16) has stated that "try as we may, we cannot come up with anything like an absolute definition of the normal from a scientifi viewpoint," and he has asserted that "normalcy is a vestigial concept left in medicine from its unscientific era." Dybkaer and Grasbeck (6) have concluded that normality is "hopeless to define in a useful way," and they have suggested that the term "normal values" should be abolished. Similarly, Hohnadel et al. (10) have recommended that "the simplistic concept of a 'normal range of values' be abandoned."
Gr#{227}sbeck and Saris (9) introduced the term "reference values" in order to circumvent many of the difficulties that surroUnd the term "normal values." At first glance, this would appear to be a trivial substitUtion, but on closer scrutiny this change in nomenclature can be seen as an important step toward establishing a scientific basis for clinical interpretation of laboratory data. Following the example of clinical chemists in Scandinavia (5, 6, 9, 30) , authors from many countries have recently adopted the terms "reference values" and "reference intervals" (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (e.g., the 2.5th to 97.5th percentiles).
The statistical method that was used for computation of reference intervals should be specified. If reference intervals were estimated by a parametric technique, the hypothesis about the mathematical form of the distribution underlying the data should be stated, and the validity of the hypothesis should be supported (33, 42) .
For guidance regarding statistical methods for derivation of reference intervals, the reader may consult several recent articles (1, 7, 13, 15, (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) "DiscrIminatIon Value" Murphy and Abbey (18) considered the conceptual problems that surround the clinical interpretation of laboratory tests and concluded:
The conventional "normal range" is an unsatisfactory yardstick for decisions. The best dividing lines between the "normal" and the "diseased" or between "those who need not be investigated further" and "those who do" depend on the disease under consideration, and must be determined by taking into account the distributions and sizes of the normal and diseased groups, and the costs of making the wrong decision. have been derived from clinical applications of Bayes' theorem for conditional probability (15, 25, (72) (73) (74) (75) (76) (77) (78) (79) (80) (81) (82) or "operating position" as used by McNeil et al. (77) , or "point of operation" as used by Lusted (87) to designate a specific point that is selected for medical decision-making on the "ROCcurve" (receiver-operating-characteristic-curve) for a diagnostic test. The term "discrimination value" is similar in meaning to "screening level" as used by Wilson (82) McNeil et al. (77) , and Ramsoe et al. (89) have described biometric methods that may be used to evaluate a diagnostic test or a combination of tests in order to determine objective-ly a "discrimination value" that optimizes the detection of patients with a disease and the exclusion of patients without the disease. For guidance regarding the applications of decision-analysis and information-theory to diagnostic tests, the reader may consult reviews by Lusted (90), Barnoon and Wolfe (91) Yale ,J. Biol. Med. 17,493 (1944-45 Biol. Med. 9,333 (1965-66) .
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